
Discussion Questions

•	 Discuss the significance of the title. Did the first person 
narrative help you see from Red’s perspective? Do you think the 
title has any other meanings? 

•	 Miss Miller says to Red: “Red, sometimes change can be 
mysterious and complicated but it can be good. Change is just a 
new chapter in your life.” How does Red change during 
the book? Which events do you think are particularly 
important for him, and why? Where do you think his new 
chapters come? 

•	 “And you want to cry, too, except you’re the man of the house now 
and you know your daddy said he could always count on you, so 
you can’t let him down.” Using this quotation as a starting point, 
discuss how Red comes to terms with the loss of his father, and 
how the relationships between Beau, Red and J change across 
the course of the novel. 

•	 A major theme in Seeing Red is speaking out against popular 
opinion. Why do you think this is important? Have you ever 
had to speak out against something? How did it make you feel? 

•	 What do you think about the relationship between Darrell and 
Rosie? What motivates Darrell to behave the way he does? How 
do you think the way that Mr Dunlop treats him affects 
Darrell’s behaviour?

•	 The Freedom Church altar is found under Old Man Porter’s 
desk. Do you think this is significant? What might it 
symbolize? How does Red feel about the desk itself? 

•	 Seeing Red also addresses the issue of women’s rights, and there 
are several strong female characters in the book, such as Miss 
Georgia, Miss Miller and Betty – Red’s mother. In which ways 
do these women show themselves to be equals to their male 
counterparts?  

•	 Red describes: “Thomas hadn’t been friends with me since the first 
week of summer, right before Daddy died. Mama said it was his 
age, being a teenager and all, and Daddy said Thomas would come 
around. But I knew better. There was a reason. And it wasn’t even 
my fault, which made me real mad.” Why do you think Thomas 
stops being friends with Red? Discuss how their friendship 
changes in the book, and which events impact their 
relationship. 

•	 Miss Georgia tells Red: “It’s hard breakin’ into a community. You 
always the outsider.” The theme of “outsiders” is explored in 
many of the different strands in the novel including race, 
gender, age and geography. Which characters do you think are 
made to feel “outside”, or like “outsiders” in the book, and why? 
Have you ever been made to feel like an “outsider”?  

•	 Before reading Seeing Red, how much did you know about the 
civil rights movement in America during the 1950s-1970s? Did 
the book help your understanding? 


